
 

 

                                                          

                                  SKINCARE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE CONTRACT 

 

Diana Aesthetics is extremely excited to unveil its new Skincare subscription. A monthly 

commitment to your skin, ensuring that your largest organ is nurtured and revitalized regularly. It 

is a six-monthly agreement that will offer you a range of skin treatments from the therapies I offer 

in clinic, that stem from the lower level tier to the higher, dramatically discounting costs for you to 

still enjoy the health and wealth of the amazing products I use.  

 

Here at Diana Aesthetics I believe in combining the forces of advanced skin care with a daily 

routine that powers better skin days. A skincare regime at home is a boost to your body but a 

committed monthly intense skin treatment is a luxury and benefit like no other.  

 

All of my treatments accent the best of your beautiful skin and would complement every skin type 

throughout the six-monthly contract period. Within this period, you would receive detailed 

analysis and consultation with me where we recommend the treatment needed for each given 

month. 

 

My products and treatments are exceptional and such an enhancement to your skin routine. As 

well as strengthening your skin and producing such supple, clear and clean skin, it will give your 

confidence such energy knowing you will be committing to the best skincare promise.  

 

This skincare subscription is for both male and female, the benefits widely improving any skin 

condition or ailment. The skincare subscription is set at the amazing price of £85. Taking into 

consideration some of the more expensive and luxurious therapies I offer, and the products used to 

advance you skin quality; the monthly outlay feels appropriate.  

 

Taking your current routine to a higher level and committing to a six-month subscription can only 

greatly improve your move forward to better skin. One off treatments are a bonus but committing 



 

 

to the care and wellbeing of your skin for a half year offers a range of improving factors and will 

deeply enrich your journey to achieving brilliant, beautiful skin.  

 

The new skincare subscription includes the following treatments; 

*Mesotherapy  

*Platelet rich plasma facial  

*Biorevitalization  

*Therapeutic mask treatment 

*Chemical peels 

*Dermaplaning 

*Microneedling  

 

OUTLINE OF SUBSCRIPTION AND PAYMENT 

 

The skincare subscription is payable every month at £85. This is a price I feel reflects the benefits 

of the subscription alongside being a reward to you when receiving the skincare treatment that 

costs more. I aim to give you the best value in this new service.  

 

The skincare subscription contract will be a service you will enter into agreement to use for six 

months.   

 

The payment will be taken monthly on an agreed date at the beginning of your subscription. This 

will be set up as a direct debit and will need to be arranged within the consultation upon 

agreement of service. I will assist you on the payment details within our meeting.  

 

The terms and conditions for payment are not to be challenged once the subscription is agreed and 

signed.  

 

 

 



 

 

TREATMENTS AND COMMUNICATION 

 

All these treatments have the advantage of getting down to the dermis layers to really ignite 

change and condition of the epidermis outer layer, the visible skin. The therapies offer such 

brilliant rewards in reducing scarring and improving tissue repair. If you have suffered from acne, 

skin damage or scarring, then continued, revitalizing treatments are just excellent in resurfacing 

your skin and encouraging natural collagen to increase and form.  

Using the micro needles to implement some of the skin treatments eventually leads to a stronger 

production of your own collagen growth, making skin smoother and improving scarring and 

blemishes. The cosmetic improvements champion these therapies by being so bold and successful.  

 

The improvement in your skin will be so gratifying and unbelievably immaculate, leaving you 

feeling confident and so happy with the treatments over the six-months.  

 

You must be available to book in advance for the coming month and have a discussion on your 

treatment choice aligned with my guidance and understanding of what your skin needs. You do 

not choose a certain treatment of your choice; the subscription is designed to give you a service 

that you need based on my practise and expertise of many years in aesthetic care.  

 

ABSCENSE OR MISSED TREATMENTS 

 

Missed treatments on your action are not able to be completed at a later date. This is something I 

must highlight as the subscription is entered at a monthly treatment; you must be available for that 

monthly ongoing therapy.  

* You must give 24 hours’ notice for a cancelation. You will be able to rebook if there is 

appointment availability within that month.  

* If you do not give notice you will lose your appointment in its entirety that month.  

* You can only rebook once within each month; this is not a continued feature of the contract I can 

adhere to frequently.  

* Appointments can only be once a month; they cannot be transferred over into a new month. 

* Treatment can only be booked once monthly payment is cleared.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

CONFIRMATION OF CONTRACT 

 

 

I ………………………………………………….. agree to the six-month subscription plan outlined 

here in this contract with Diana Aesthetics.  

 

I have agreed to the date of ………………………………….. each month for the cost of subscription 

to exit my bank.  

 

I agree that in any event of my absence to an arranged appointment is at the loss of service on my 

action. I understand I can not get this treatment forwarded to another date  

 

…………………………………………………………….. 

 

I agree to all points listed in this subscription contract  

 

Date……………………………………… Signature………………………………………. 

 

 

 

 


